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Today the Music Chef turns his attention to the Tyros keyboard and
concocts a recipe for a haunting piano by mixing voices from the Piano and
Pad categories combined with effects from the Mixing Console.

Haunting  Synth  Piano  with  Echo
In  1954  when  Leroy  Anderson  wrote  a  simple  little
melody  called  Forgotten  Dreams  there  was  a  huge
amount  of  instrumental  music  in  the  arena  of  popular
‘easy  listening’...  something,  regrettably,  that  seems  to
be  in  rather  short  supply  today.    This,  maybe,  is  why
we  return  to  those  golden  years  so  often  for
memorable  tunes  and  beautiful  harmonies.  

In the original recording the melody is played first on
the piano, with orchestral accompaniment, before it is
taken up by the strings and, finally, ends back with the
piano again.  Although I’ve played this tune many times
and in many different ways, today I want to pay due
homage to the original whilst introducing some of the
newer electronically created sounds to make the most
of the textures our keyboards can offer.

The sounds I’m throwing into the mix are...

Right 1 Pop Grand (Piano category - Volume 100)
Right 2 Concert Grand (Piano category - Volume 82)
Right 3 Deep Motion (Pad category - Volume 54)
Style Ethereal Movie (Move & Show style category)

Tempo 96 bpm. Set the volume to taste later.

Once you’ve set these three voices into their respective
Voice Part buttons let’s begin to put the ingredients
together and add seasoning...

1 I start by switching off the Right 1 
and Right 3 voice parts because I 
want to work on the Right 2 part 
first and I need to be able to hear 
it on its own.  (fig.1).  

2 Next I press the MIXING CONSOLE button on the 
Tyros’s panel before selecting the TUNE tab at the 
top of the screen (fig.2).
Then I highlight the OCTAVE row with button I and 
raise the pitch of the RIGHT 2 voice to 1. 

3 Now I move along to the tabs to the next one - 
EFFECT.

Fig.1: The VOICE SELECT
and PART ON/OFF
buttons (part 2 selected).
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Fig.2: Select the TUNE tab and raise the OCTAVE pitch for RIGHT 2 

Fig.3: On the EFFECT page you can see that a CHO1 (chorus) effect is
currently selected for the RIGHT 2 voice part.  We don’t want this so press
TYPE on the right near the top of the screen.
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4 The Effect page is where I’m going to produce the 
echo for the Concert Grand piano in RIGHT 2.  
I highlight the DSP 2-7 line using button J and you 
will see from fig.3 that CHO1 (a chorus effect) is 
currently selected for the RIGHT 2 voice part.  I want
to change this so I press TYPE (button F) on the 
right near the top of the screen.
This takes me to a page where I can assign 
different effects to the voice part I’m working on 
(fig.4).

5 You can see from fig.4 that DSP2 is switched off - so
the Chorus effect currently assigned isn’t even in 
use and is, therefore, making no difference to the 
sound of the Concert Grand piano.  I press button A
adjacent to BLOCK / ASSIGN PART to reveal a drop
down menu where I assign DSP2 to the RIGHT 2 
voice part (fig.5).

6 Having assigned the DSP I now press button B 
adjacent to CATEGORY / TYPE to call up a new 
drop down menu, this time showing a range of 
effect categories with everything from Reverb to 
Distortion, EQ and Compressor to Modulation.  
There’s even a range of ‘Legacy’ effects housing 
those effects featured on earlier models (fig.6).

Here I chose Delay from the CATEGORY column 
and Tempo Delay 1 from the TYPE column.    

7 Having done that I press EXIT once (to close the 
drop-down menu) and again to return to the main 
EFFECT page we saw earlier in fig.7.  You can see 
that TDLY1 (Tempo Delay 1) is now shown in the 
DSP 2-7 line above the RIGHT 2 voice part - 
confirming that the effect type has been changed as
expected. 

8 I increase the value of the TDLY1 control to 103. 

Note: This control adjusts the balance between the 
‘dry’ note (i.e. the note without any delay effect at 
all) and the ‘wet’ note (with effect).  If you isolate the
RIGHT2 voice part, then play a note repeatedly as 
you turn the control knob from left to right, you will 
hear how the controller works. 

The RIGHT1 voice part has a piano voice, at normal 
piano pitch, with no delay effect added.  RIGHT2 
also has a piano voice - but this time it sounds an 
octave higher and, with the delay effect set towards 
the ‘wet’ end of its spectrum, produces a high echo 
after the main RIGHT1 voice. 

The synth pad sound in RIGHT3 just adds a little bit 
of extra ‘mystical’ tonal flavour to the mix.

Fig.4: The EFFECT assign page is where new effects can be assigned. 

Fig.5: Assign DSP2 to the RIGHT2 voice part.

Fig.6: Choose Tempo Delay 1 from the Delay category. 

Fig.7: Increase the TDLY1 level to 103 (or to taste).
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9 Before I leave the EFFECT page I highlight the 

REVERB line using button H and increase the 
amount of Reverb for the RIGHT2 voice to 51 or 
thereabouts (fig 8). 

10 Finally, I press DIRECT ACCESS followed by EXIT to
close the Mixing Console and return to the 
Main/Home screen. 

Here I check that all three voice parts (RIGHT1, 
RIGHT2 and RIGHT3) are switched on and that the 
volumes are set roughly as outlined below in the 
BALANCE window (fig.9).

11 I save the setting into the first button of the  
REGISTRATION MEMORY.  Of course I’ll save the 
whole bank to the instrument’s USER page later to 
make sure that it’s safely stored.  For now though I 
want to play the tune using the setting I’ve created.

If you would like an mp3 audio copy of my finished 
version as a guide (it’s only the first part of the tune)
please email me to glyn@yamaha-club.co.uk with 
Forgotten Dreams as the subject.  I can also supply 
a finished registration file that works perfectly on 
Tyros5, pretty well on Genos and will probably also 
be compatible with Tyros4.  As always there’s no 
charge for these (as long as I can send them to you

by email) and I hope they will help you in making 
your own ‘Haunting Synth Piano’ setting.  

Because the ‘Ethereal Movie’ Style I’m using is one 
of the Free Play styles, I switch on the SYNC STOP 
When I play the accompaniment I switch on the 
SYNC STOP button on the panel.  This causes the 
accompaniment to play only for as long as I hold 
the keys down to play the left hand chord.  Each 
time I release the chord the accompaniment stops - 
but it does it smoothly - which great for adding 
small expressive breaks in the music when using 
Free Play styles.

Fig.8: Increase the RIGHT2 REVERB level to 51 (or to taste).

Fig.9: The voices and volume settings should be roughly as shown.

“I’m so thrilled to be given
the opportunity to play at
the Tower Ballroom,
Blackpool.  Balcony tickets
are now available for
anyone who doesn’t dance
but would like to share the
experience with little me.”

Carol is well known to many of our readers -
either from listening to her ‘live’ at one of the
many festivals or dance events she regularly
plays for, or on one of her CDs (the latest,
‘Welcome To My World’ is pictured inset).  

Carol will be playing the Yamaha Tyros5 at the
Blackpool Tower Ballroom and Carol would love you to come
along and  support her debut appearance on the 16th September. 

‘Twinkle  Fingers’
Carol BradburyCarol Bradbury

at  the  Tower  Ballroom,
Blackpool

SSuunnddaayy  1166tthh  SSeepptteemmbbeerr
7.00  -  10.30pm

Tickets  £20.00    (£15  Balcony)

In  association  with  Shaftesbury  Dance  
Studio  and  Dance  Tech  Dancing  Academy

Tickets available from:
Shaftesbury:  01782  618180
Dance  Tech:  01625  574012
Carol  (at  her  dance  events)


